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Welding is really safe for the
most part. Welding is also

fun. But you always have to pay
attention to what you are doing
and the environment you are
doing it in.

What to Do

● Always wear a welding
helmet or goggles with the
correct shade of lens. 

● Wear protective clothing
made from 100% cotton
or leather or Nomex weld-
ing jackets and pants.

● Always wear welding
gloves made from
leather or Nomex.

● Remove anything
that can burn or
catch fire from your
welding area.

● Remove all gas cans
and fuel tanks, solvents

or paint cans from your welding
area.

● Remove all electrical cords,
power tools, and circuit boards
from your welding area.

● Keep all high pressure cylinders
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ALWAYS WEAR EYE PROTECTION!
Recommended Helmet Shade Levels

for Welding or Cutting

Type Shade Level (1)(2)

Gas welding 4-8

Gas cutting 3-6

Plasma cutting 5

Arc welding 10-14

MIG welding 10-13

TIG welding 11-14

(1) The low shade number is good up to about
1/4 inch thick material. 

(2) There is a basic rule of thumb that says 
you should always pick a shade level that
allows you to see the welding puddle without 
noticeable eye strain, but try different lens
shades because each person is different. I like
an 11 or 12 shade lens for arc or MIG welding
steel.
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in the upright position and chain
them to a stand or something solid
and stable.

● Always remove the regulator 
and install the safety cap before
transporting cylinders.

● Communicate with people and
other critters or children around you
before you strike an arc.

● Keep an ABC fire extinguisher and
a steel bucket full of water handy.

● Totally clean your metal before
welding. Oil, dirt, paint, and 
galvanizing contaminates welds and
produces toxic gasses.

● Provide good ventilation in your
welding area.

● Move the project to a position that
is comfortable and easy for you to

run a bead on.

What Not to Do

● Weld without protecting your
eyes. (Even tack welding for an
instant without a proper lens  can
sunburn your eyes.)

● Weld without covering all your skin
and fur with proper protective clothing.

● Wear polyester, nylon, or any other
oil-based clothing material.

● Lift or carry high pressure cylinders
by their valve or regulator.

● Weld on gas tanks, high pressure
cylinders, oil tanks, or anything 
that has had flammable chemicals 
in it.

● Drip hot steel onto your torch
hoses. (Hose fires are bad.)

● Panic if you start a fire. (Put the fire
out while it is still small.)

● Try fighting a big fire. (If an 
extinguisher or five gallons of water
won’t put it out quickly, leave the
shop and call 911).

● Breath the toxic smoke. (The
breathable air is usually better on the
floor. Crawl out of the shop quickly if
the air gets bad.)

If you have any questions about
welding or want to learn how to
weld, take a welding class. Most 
junior colleges or adult education
programs offer them.  SV

Alright, you wired up your robot,
screwed down the lid, set it on

blocks, turned it on, and the robot’s
wheels start twitching. You tweak the
trims, but the problem isn’t solved.
After fully extending your antenna,
the glitching decreases, but doesn’t
fully stop. You can tolerate a little
uncontrolled movement, but when
you put the robot in the arena, the
jerking goes through the roof, and
the robot drives all over the place.

The aforementioned scenario is

one most combat robot builders 
face at some point. This is called
“reception issues.” Reception issues
result from a fault within the 
transmission of the signal during its
conversion to a pulse-width format in
the receiver. What can you do to fix
this problem? Well, here are some of
the causes and the solutions.

Causes

There are three things that cause

reception issues: a weak signal, a 
corrupted signal, or a bad radio 
system.

Weak Signal
● Transmitter battery is low. Before
you do anything else, fully charge
the battery. Also, remember that
the battery’s performance fades
over time, and may need to be
replaced.

● The transmitter and receiver are

Troubleshooting Radio Problems
● by Jeffrey Scholz

“Build Safe, Build
Mean, Build Strong”

Steven adds some bonus 
wisdom along with his buddy Mat
Maxham (Team Plumb Crazy). We
were just comparing burn scars last
weekend. We’ve both done it
wrong several times. Many of our
bots have left a lasting impression
on our frail human bodies. It’s easy
to be safe when you’re not in a
hurry. The period of time required
to inspect a recent weld, using you
bare hands, is directly proportional
to the heat applied to the weld. 
The hotter it is, the shorter the
inspection time. Pass on what you
have learned.

Pyrotechnic Pete figures he’s okay, since he’s
just doing a tack weld. Photo courtesy of

Steven Kirk Nelson and Pete Maxham.

Willy the Welder added some extra protection
to the welding glove on his left hand using a
reflective pad. Photo courtesy of Steven Kirk

Nelson and Pete Maxham.
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